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Abstract N{any reports refer captive Asian elephants as

"domesticated" animals. However, most of the elephants
living in captivity have been wild-caught and a large number
o[ them are the result of wild bulls mating with females in
captivitl'. Although captive elephants have existed since 3,500

years in close contact with man, yet they have not been the
subject of sustained captive breeding, nor have they been

selected for particular characteristics as it was, and still is,

the case with really domesticated animals such as horses,

sheep or dogs. It is therefore inaccurate to refer to the captive
Asian elephants as domesticated animals. There could be as

many as 14,000 Asian elephants in captivity, with Myanmar
accounting for 40oh. At least 1,047 Asian elephants are kept
wodd wide in zoos and circuses. Therefore the total captive
population includes at least 15,000 elephants. The chances

of survival of captive populations are practically zero in
intensively kept elephants and very insignificant for those

kept in traditional zoos where mortaliq,' rates are extremely
high at J/oung ages. But the survival chances are relatively
high in the Pinnawela Elephant Orphanage in Sri Lanka,
modern zoos as well as in extensive keeping systems with
low mortality rates at young ages. Vell maintained elephant
parks, orphaniges, and transit homes allow for the
maintenance of elephants free of chains and in social groups,
thereby enabling the animals to express their natural
behaviour patterns, and provide them with exercise and

opportunities to socialize. Elephants kept in such a way make
more sense to the visitors than do "dancing' elephants or
elephants that are forced to ride bicycles, paint canvas, play
football, guitar or mouth-organ.

Keywords Asian elephant, management in captivity,
domestication, captive breeding.

Introduction

During the IUCN/Asian Efephant Specialist Group (AeESG)
meeting that was held in Phnom Penh, Cambodia in May
2002, the AsESG formed a "Captive Elephant Taskforce".
Some AsESG members met again at the lJ7orkshop on
Captive Elephant Management in Trichur in October 2002

and again the Chairman of AsESG, Ptof. Raman Sukumar,
asked for ideas concerning the aims of such a taskforce. In
this paper we have drafted a few ideas along the following
lines: First of all the AsESG should desist from referring to
"domesticated" elephants. Then one should ask what are

the aims of IUCN and the IUCN Specialist Groups as

compared to the aims of animal welfare organizations and

those zoos concerned with management problems of captive
elephants. Then very brief overviews are given on existing
and forthcoming guidelines on the management as well as

on the estimated sizes of captive populations. Different
aspects of the significance of captive populations are broadly
discussed after keeping sys.tems have been defined. Final\'
we have made some proposals concerning further activities
of AsESG regarding the management of captive elephants.
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Are captive elephants really domesticated?

Numerous reports consider captive Asian elephants as

"domesticated" animals (c.f. Lzir, 1997). However, most of
the elephants living in captivity have been wild-caught and a
large number of elephants that have been bred in the.range
countries are the result of matings between captive females
and wild males. Although captive elephants have existed since
3,500 years in close contact with man, yet they have not
been the subject of sustained captive breeding, nor have
they been selected for particular characteristics as it was,
and still is, the case with really domesticated animals such as

horses, sheep ot dogs. It is therefore inaccurate to refer to
the captive Asian elephants as domesticated animals (e.g.

Baker & Manwell 1984; Herre & Rrihrs, 1990; Stevenson,
2002).

Misuse of the term "domesticated" leads to the fact that
many captive elephants were, and still afe, treated as cattle
and managed accordinglyr For example, in old fashioned
western zoos and circuses the elephant is the on\'wild animal
still kept more or less permanent\r i11 chains. Imagine the
reaction o[ animal welfare organizations, if suddenly zoos
would keep rhinos, hippos or tigers in chains! All members
of AsESG should consider tamed Asian elephants as what
thel' are, as captive wild animals.

What are the aims of the IUCN, modern Zoos and
Anirnal Welfate Organizations?

Jhe IUCN aims to cooserve the biodiversity of the planet
earth with particular emphasis on the maintenance of
threatened species and their genetic diversitl' and the
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maintenancc of ecological pr()ccsses. Tl-rc r\sian elephant is

corrsidered an endangered species. Furthermore E/epltas

ruaintls must be considered a ke,y,stone species as rvell since

it plal's an important role in ecological processes (e.g.

dispersion of seeds, acceleration oI soil fertility in
cooperation with insects and other invertebrates) in its habitat.

The Asian elephant can also be regarded as a flagship species

promoting conservation of numerous less popular plant and

animal species surviving in its habitat (Leader-\Villiams &
Dublin, 2000).

In 1993 some modern zoos fotmulated the "World Zoo
Conservation Strategy" and started to take responsibiliq'for
the ex-sita conservation of certain animal species including
the Asian elephant. Accordingly these zoos '*'ould like to
keep elephants in as natural ecological and social conditions
as possible. This means that the environment must be

provided to ensure species-speciftc behaviout patterns, e.g.

food preparation or social possibilities for forming a

dominance hierarchy, family units and successfully rearing
of offspring. The !flotld Zoo Conservation Strategy' aims to
maintain a natural socio-ecological set-up, refers to results

of field research on wild populations and aims by
environmental enrichment to reduce the frequencies of
abnormal behaviour as well as the increase of behavioural
diversitl', the range or number of behaviour patterns, the
oositive utilization of the environment and the abilitv to coDe

s'ith challcnges in a tnore normal wai'. Elephants kept in

near-natural conditions con\/e)' more understanding of the

species ancl its requirements to the visitor and provide insight

into the necessitY to protect the species. Furthermore near-

natural conditions promote breeding in captivity and hence,

add to the consen'ation of genetic and behavioural diversities.

During the past few vears, animal rvelfare organizations have

hetped raise elephant welfare standards. A considerable

number o[ new elephant welfare organizations have been

formed. They campaign, ttain and ptovide resources to
impror.e living conditions of captive elephants in western

zoos as well as several range states including India, Sri Lanka,

or Thailand. Animal rvelfare activities refer mainly to the

fitness (e.g. health, body condition) of the individual, but
hardly touch on socio-ecological considerations to maintain

captive populations living in near-natural conditions. In
traditional elephant keeping establishments the caPtive

animals are not able to enjoy what rWebster (1984) terms

"the five freedoms" (freedom from malnutrition, from
thermal and ph1'sical discomfort, from injury and disease,

from feat and stress, as well as freedom to exPtess most

normal patterns of behaviour). Nevertheless assessment of
the fundamentals of animal welfare organizations is the

fundamental basis of the maintenance of the Asian elephant

rn caDuvlt\'.

Table 1 Estimated numbers of captive Asian elephants in range countries, zoos and circuses (worldwide), population
trends and employment (-F occurs, ** occurs often, - not found).

CRN{ = ceremonies; BEG = begging shows; ECO = ecotourtsm.
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Taking the above mcntioned definitions into consideration,
AsESG has to assist all serious animal welfare activities. but
according to the aims of the IUCN, the AsE,SCi has to
promote the aims formulated by the \X/orld Zoo Conservation
Strategl' a5 well. The goals of the strategl'should accordingly
be valid for any consen,ation-minded faciliq'keeping captive

Asian elephants.

Existing guidelines for the management of captive
Asian elephants

The earliest wotk concerning the care of captive elephants

was decidedly the Haslalarueda which appears to have been
rvritten in the -5'b or 4'h century BC. The Artbasastra of
I(autiliya (300 BC - 300 AD) deals, in two chapters, with
capture, keeping, cate and training of elephants. The
Matangalih of Nilakantha, another ancient source, may go
back to a thousand years or even to a much earlier date.

Next to these three standard texts are a number of other old
Buddhist and Hindu sources referring to the management

of captive elephants such as the Tanjore Manuscript (a

compilation of several older texts), the GQanirupana, the
Cajacikitsa, the Calalaksana, or the Brbat-.farnhita of
Varahamihira (c.f. Edgetton, 1931). All the rules and
regulations given in these texts formed the basis for the
management of captive elephants in areas under the control
of Buddhist and Hindu rulers in South Asia.

In the 19'h and eady 20'h centuries, the British civil servants
recorded many local practices, improving them if necessary,

and formulated a number of guidelines to regulate the
capture, care, daily food rations, work schedules and working
loads of timber and army elephants in India and Myanmar
(e.g. Sanderson, 1879; Evans, 1912; M1hoy, 1922 or Ferrier,
1947; Krishnamurthy & \(emmer 1995a;1995 b). State-run
elephant establishments had guidelines on elephant
husbandry which were later prescribed as Department
Standing Orders and are still implemented (Khyne U Mar
pers. comm.) A system of record keeping right from the

eady days of elephant management under colonial rule
provides valuable data on the performance of individual
animals. Several forms of reportage are routinell' practiced.

These records also provide guidelines, particulady to the ne'w

entrants to the administrative set-up, in the proper usage of
working elephants under their custodl' (Khyne U N{ar pers.

comm.).

In India, the Central Zoo Authoritl'has prescribed standards

and norms for all zoos in the Recognition of Zoo Rules
(1992). But no such standards and norms exist for the care

of hundreds of private\' o'*'ned elephants. In the last seven

1'ears ".ltatdord and Nornts _for E/epbattt On,ner.;" has been

drafted (Bist, 199(r) and for Kerala, the "Captire L-lepbant

hlanagennnl Ru/et 2002' ha'r'e been clrarvn up bt' Dr. V. Cheeran

and his colleagues. These neu' guidelines are paramount in
impr<x'ing the living conditions of captive elephants.
Hou'evet, the fact that onl)' fe',v captive e lephants are bteeding
ancl that fes' live in a social and ecological environment and

are in pht'sical and pst'chological conditions conducir.e to

breeding, has hatcllr- been recognized.

In North America and Europe a considerable number of
management guidelines have been formulated by
governmental and non-got'ernmental organizations. Many
of them are rightly criticized by elephant experts or welfare
organizations as being not strict enough to guarantee a

minimum of species-specific requirements. However, most
of these guidelines consider the Asian elephant as a species

with highly evolved social behaviour and there fore
recommend the keeping of the species in groups. In Europe
for example, a iadical change came with the "EEP
Management for Elephants in F,AZA Institutions" (2000).

Among many other points, it was suggested that "matriarchal
famill' gni15 are developed and kept together, i.e. the intention
to keep female offspring within their family group during
their life" (Dorrestyn, 2001).

ln 2002, the "Rtyiew of the Welfare of Zoo Elephants in Earope"
was commissioned by RSPCA and catried out by Ross Clubb
and Georgia Mason of the Oxford University, which
summarized results from a few rathet traditional zoos and
found poor welfare of most zoo elephants and demanded

- improvement of the elephants' social and physical
environments. They concluded: "The factors responsible for
the poor welfare of zoo elephants should be empirically
investigated as a matter of urgency. The zoo elephant
population should be frozen, i.e. breeding and importation
should be ceased until these factors have been identified.
Only zoos that then solve these problems should be allowed
to keep elephants in the future."

In her "Management Cuidelines for tbe lhelfare of Elephaxts",
Miranda F. Stevenson (2002) has compiled all the
requirements for a near-natural keeping of elephants in
modern zoos and the Ehpbant Management Poliql Statement of
Federation of Zoot in Creat Bitain and Ireland snpdates that
"Elephants must only be kept in zoos as part of an overriding
conservation mission so that they are in actively managed
breeding programmes....Their presence must enable
progressive educational activities and demonstrate links with
field conservation proiects and benign scientific research,
leading to continuous improvements in breeding and welfare
standards. Zoos must exercise a dutl of care so that standards
of husbandry practices, housing, health and welfare
management are humane and appropriate to the intelligence,
social behaviour, longevity and size of elephants..."

FIow many Asian elephants live in captivity?

Accurate numbers of captive Asian elephants in the range states

are not knorvn. According to most tecent estimates their total
population numbers about 14,000 animals (Iable 1). The largest
population is found in Myanmar (40% of the total population
frorn the range states), followed bv India (267") and Thailand
(19(Zo). r\t least 1,047 Asian elephants are kept world wide in
zoos and circuses. Therefore the total captive population
includes at least 1 5,000 elephants. But the captive population
is dwindling rapidll' as a result of manl' factors such as low
reproduction and high (juvenile) mortalitl., restriction of
capturing operations, or lack of employme nt opportunities as

logging s'as banned in many south Asian countries.
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Table2 Definitions of management s)/stems

Extcnsivc lntcnsive Altcrnativc
r\{<ilern z-<xrs

N[ain\,u.ed for'

Da!,utiLitit'

"frn- Frc movemmts:

- Activiq'centers:

- Quality of food:

- Choicc offood:

- Irqrd inake:

- Beth, skin care:

- Place fot sleep:

Suial lxbeuion
- Pop smrcnte:

- Saial contacts:

Rqndutim:
- Reprod. rate:

- Neomte tft)rt.:

- Rate ofraising

- Role of"aunts"

Itltsth
- tr{usthbulls kept:

- Social contacts:

- r\{usth period

Opner (- nabontt:
- Orvnership:

- Soc status os'ner

- Soc status keeper

- Skill of keeper

- Fluctuations of
m ahouts/ keepers

- Tool usecl:

Acciden ts;

Riding tmnspxrtt, hauliry;,
hcaving

Forefeet hobbled but frec

in nearby forest

+ Detemined by elephanrs

Dvers

J By elephms, exapt
prepared tation

I Pemnmdy cxcept
whm bathing,sleping

By mm md elephans

Dctermined by elephmrs

Temples,

Paradcs, citcus tricks,

b.ggt"g

12 -22h/dt1, chured n
stmds or stables

Dctermined by man

Monotonous

By nnn

1.3 feeding periods/d

By mn

Detemined by mm

D spla1,, reprod uction,

rescatch

Charns md h<>bbles

exceptiona.lly

+ Detcmined by eleptnns

Dvss

By mn

Sevetal feeding periods/d

By elephmts

Detetmined by elePhmrs

Heterogeneous

Pemitted

Relatively high

Relative\' [ev

Relativety higtr

Im[nrtant

Private

Higb

Relatitell high

High

T,os'

Blun t pointerJ rnktrs

Heterogeneous

Permitted

Relativel)'high

Relatively lou'

Relatively high

Imlx)rtmt

Permanently'in chains

Not permitted

Relativel)' shon

N{ainll' government

High

Relativelr hiqh

High

I -ol'

Srick or lrcl,
blunt pointecl auktLs

I Homogeneous

Hindered

Very low

Ven high

Very low

Not exstent

tr{ainly private

High

lncreasingll'ven los'

Increasinglt lo\'

Hiqh

Stick or rod.
blunt p()inted anktrs,

sharplt poinred kni[e ancl

ankus, poles, sperrs

lncreasinglt coilmon

Permanentl5'in chains In bull enclc'sure

Not permirted Permitted

Relatively lone RelativelY long

J ungle-bascd timber and
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Ncvcrthclcss thcrc arc exceptions. In Inclia, I\ [_r'annrar ar-rcl Nepal
the populations oicaptive elepl.rants appear to be stable.

In all the range stateis considerable shitts of captive elephants
tiom f<rrest to urban areas have been repotted. In India for
exatnple, restriction of logging operations in dre north-east
and the Andaman Islands imposed bv the Supreme Court in
1996 resultecl in a .qreat exodus of captive elephants ttom
these regions, while their number has increased in Kerala
from about 250 in 1983 to more than 700 v'ith a male-biased
population structure at present €iS.1). The city of Jaipur
(l.afasthan) has about 100 captive elephants with a female-
biased population structure (Fig.1) and has become a major
elephant center. Captive elephants all over Thailand suddenly
became unemployed after the government banned loeeing
in 1989. Now most of them are involved in illegal logging,
and many are given amphetamines to speed up work.
Unworkable elephants are sent to slaughter houses and their
meat sold (1\{ahasavangkul, 2002).

Keeping systems

The multiple and diverse deployment of captive Asian
elephants requires various keeping s)'stems (Kurt, 1995)
whose extremes can be defined as follows Qable 2): Working
elephants in jungle villages live in extensive keeping s)'srems.

Thcr lrc usecl as riding, carrving and tou.'ins animals. During
their rest periods thel' live, rvith hobbled front feet, in the
nearbl forest, u'here the]' flnd food and meet their tame and
u'ild conspecifics. In South India, depending on tradition,
additional fodder is give n. Example s are the timber elephants
of the Nl,r'anma Timber Enrerprise O{TE) of lVlyanmar or
those under the care of forestry authorities in Assam, Tamil
Nadu, I{arnataka or Iterala rvhere captive elephants are
increasing\' used as riding animals for witdlife patrolling,
conservation research and tourism.

In N{1'anmar most of the elephants are maintained for wotk,
particularl)' logging, and a definite schedule of work is
allocated. Work hours are adjusted according to the seasons
thereby avoiding the hottest parr of the day A working
elephant is able to work six hours a da1, over a period of
eight months in a year. After the work hours, elephants are
allov'ed to forage at nights with front limbs loosely hobbled
to restrict their movement. Elephants can move distances
of 8-15 km per night. The amount of work that an elephant
can do in a day depends on the sex and age of the animal, its
general bodl' condition, size of timber, the state of drag
paths, nature of terrain, quantity and qualiq, of food available
in the vicinitl' of the forest and the ambient tempetature of
the season. Pregnant elephants and female elephants with
suckling cal'"'es are given rest until the neonate reaches the

Table 3 significance of capti'e Asian elephanrs according to keeping systems
(0 = not significant;1 = low;2 = medium; and 3 = relative\.high).

Keeping
System

economical religion
owner mahout social

urban education
tourism

ecological
forestry keystone

total
(r1)

't1

7
7

00
00
00

3't 331
2103'l
3101.1

8
't1

lntensive
Temple
Tourist Co.
Circus

lntermediate
Trad. Zoos
Pinnawala

Extensive
Timber Co.
Tourist Co.

Alternative
Modern Zoos
Transit House

12
13

11

3

2
3

3
0

33
33

00
00

00
00

32012
32033

2
2

3
1

20
20

30
20
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ase ()f ()ne )'ear. Bulls in nrlrsth arc n()t all()\\'ed to bc put in the

rvork fcrrce and are give n rest at secluded areas. Howevet, durinq

the pre-musth period, u'hen most of the maiting takes place,

captive bulls can roam freelt'cluring the night.

During the hottest period of the 1'ear, when f<rod <lualitf is

at a minimum, the animals are shifted to a new' camping

ground and given complete rest. In My'anmar, workin.g

elephants will continue to plav a vital role in the timber
operations of the MTE for the foreseeable future (l\{ar &
Win,1 997; Mat, 2O01 ; 2002).

Intensive keeping systems (Table 2) are those in which
animals are kept in temples or by private owners more ot
less individual\', fed exclusively on prepared fodder and at

night or if idle, shackled with longer or shorter chains to a

hind foot or to both one hind and one front foot. Contact

with captive conspecifics is avoided. Contact with wild
conspecifics is unlikely because intensive keeping is
concentrated in urban regions. Today intensively kept
elephants are rarely employed for work (e.g. sawmills), but

increasingly used in religious processions, political
demonstrations or wedding ceremonies. Restricted
movements and the Practical absence of contacts with
conspecifics has led to extreme aggressive behaviour towards

mahouts or elephant handlers and to the evolution of
stereotypic behaviour (e.g. Kurt & Gani,2002). The intensive

keeping system has been adopted by western circuses todal',

and in the former times, zoological gardens too followed it.

The keeping system in traditional zoos as well as in the

Elephant Orphanage at Pinnawala, Sri Lanka can be

considered as intermediate between extensive and intensive

systems. For example, during the day the elephants are kept

free in their paddocks but in the night, they are shackled or
otherwiSe kept solitary in small cages.

In verv nrodern zoos alternative keepine svstcms (Iable 2) are

evolr-ing nou' \'en' fast accordins to the euidelines of the

Iltbrld Zoo Consenntiott .ftrategl'.ln these systems elephants live

in appropriate family grouPs rvhich are Paramount for the

process of learning and socialization (Garai,20O2t; I(urt, 2001;

2002; Clubb & N'Iason, 2002; Stevenson, 2002) and only

subadult and adult bulls are kept singly if necessat)' (e.g. dudng

musth). A further alternative keeping system is found in

Elephant Transit Homes situated in the Uda Walawe National

Park in Sri Lanka, where young elephants are kept in a semi-

natural environment with minimal contacts with bumans (e.g.

bottle-feeding) to avoid imprinting processes which could later

complicate the rele ase of the captive animals into the wild'

Signifrcance of captive Asian elephants

Captive elephants have an economical significance for owner,

keeper or mahout. They may be important as a motive force

for forestry operations. Furthermore they may have a religious

significance (mainly in Buddhist and Hindu countries) or a

social significance for non-religious ceremonies. Captive

elephants can be an attmction in urban tourism, they can be

paramount for education (including eco-toudsm) concerning

life sciences and conservation. Last but not least, captive

Asian elephants can still have an ecological significance in

selective timber harvesting and as keystone species in the

maintenance of biodiversity and ecological Processes
(Santiapillai & Vidodo, 1992).

For each of these above categories the degree of significance

has been crudely estimated and given 4 scores: 0:

insignificant; 1: low, 2: medium and 3: high significance.

Relative low total significance (total less than 10 points) is

found in elephants kept in transit homes, urban tourist
centers, citcuses or traditional zoos (fable 3). Relative high

Table 4 Living conditions and population dynamics of captive Asian elephants according to keeping s)'stems

(0 = not present; 1 = low; 2 = medium; and 3 = relatively high)

keeping
system

individual fitness
vel body food
care condition

population dvnamics
activity social social reproduction

behavior structure

total
(r2l

lntensive
Temple
Tourist Co.
Circus

lntermediate
Trad. Zoos
Pinnawala

Extensive
Timber Co.
Tourist Co.

Altemative
Mod. Zoos
Transit House

0
0
0

11
11
1'l

22
1'l
11

06
04
o4

0
0
0

22
22

22
22

9
18

18
18

3
,|

20
6

3
3

3
1

2
2

3
1

3
3

3
0
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significance (total > 10 points) is found in elephants kept in
temples, the Pinnawela Elephant Orphanaue (Sri Lanka),
modern zoos, timber and tourist camps (Iable 3). It must be
stressed that relative high significance has di€ferent reasons.
Those living in iungle camps reach high values mainly due
to their value for local people, education and ecologv, while
those living in temples reach a relarive high significance due
to their economical, religious and tourist value.

Living conditions and population dynamics of captive
Asian elephants

Living conditions can be defined by the individual fitness,
the food offered, the daily activity as well as aspects of
population dynamics such as social behaviour, social structure
of the population and reproductive performance (fable 4).
Individual fitness depends on rhe degree of care by
veterinarians and keepers/mahouts and becomes apparent
in the body condition of the animals. Both aspects have been
assigned scores: 1: low, 2: medium, and 3: high. The food
offered to elephants can be monotonous (1), diverse (3) or
intermediate (2). Monotonous food consisting of the leaves,
branches and stems of one to three plant species is common
for elephants kept in temples and urban tourist centets. But
also in most of the traditional zoos and circuses food can be
considered as monotonous (Schwammer, pers. com.). The
same applies to the baby elephants kept at the Transit Home
in Uda Walawe National Park (Sri Lanka). Beside the daily
portion of milk, the animals survive on only a few wild
growing species of grass. Elephants living in jungle or forest-

based extensive systems find a most diverse diet. In modern
zoos as well as in the Pinnawela Elephant Orphanage the
diversitl' of food must be consideted as intermediate.

For elephants kept in extensir.e systems daily life includes,
besides work, the search for food, skin care, socializing and
sleeping at a species-specific place. There are no or at least
hatdll' any stereorypes. Their daily species-speciFlc activity
is consideted as medium (2). Elephants kept in extensive
and intensive systems are brought twice a day to certain
wateting areas by' their mahouts, where they are scrubbed
and massaged with the husk of the coconut or the skin of
the bread-fruit, or stones or bark. Elephants kept in intensive
systems are fed once a day or repeatedly with prepared food.
!flhen they are not working they often remain idle.
Stereotypes occur regularly. The daily species-specific activity
is considered as low (1). The same applies to elephants kept
in traditional zoos, circuses and in the Transit Home at Uda
Walavze. However, a high degree (3) of diverse daily activities
is found in modern zoos and in the Pinnawela Elephant
Orphanage.

Species-specific social behaviour is very rare or practically
absent (0) in elephants kept in intensive systems. But it is
relatively high (3) in the Pinnawela Elephant Orphanage, in
extensively kept elephants as well as in modern zoos. Low
social activities (1) are found in traditional zoos as well as in
the Transit Home. Low or even an absence of social
behaviour is due to the respective management systems,
where intraspecific interactions are either not allowed by owners

Table 5 Significance of captive Asian elephant populaiions for conservarion
(0 = not significant; 1 = low; 2 = medium; & 3 = relative\, high)

keeping
system

total promoting reproductive
T1+T2 conservation potential

chances of natural Total
pop.survival biodiversity

lntensive
Temple
Tourist Co.
Circus

lntermediate
Trad. Zoos
Pinnawala

Extensive
Timber Co.
Tourist Co.

Alternative
Mod. Zoos
Transit House

17
11

11
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and keepers/mahouts or hardly' p<-rssible because of a

monotonous social structure of the caPtive grouPs concerned

Gig.1).

In most intensively kept populations social structures can

hardly be recognized (0) since only members of certain age

and sex classes are kept (e.g. mainly subadult and adult bulls

in temples, or older females in circuses, or iuveniles in many

urban tourist resorts). Groups in traditional zoos consist
mainly of middle aged or old females and nrely include
bulls or younger members €ig.1). Therefore their social

structurb can be considered as being comparatively low (1).

The same applies to elephants in the Transit Home at Uda

Walawg where only orphaned neonates, infants and iuveniles
are kept. The populations in the Pinnawela Elephant
Orphanage, as well as those in fungle based camps are socially

well structured (3).

Reproduction is practically absent in intensive keeping
systems and - of course - in the Transit Home. But
reproductive performances are relatively high at the Pinnwela

Elephant Orphange and in extensively kept populations. The
sum total of crude evaluations of different parameters of
living conditions and population dynamics is low (<10 points)

in intensive keeping systems as well as in traditional zoos

and the Transit Home, but is significantly higher in the

Pinnawela Elephant Orphanage, in modern zoos as well as

extensive keeping systems (Iable 4).

The significance of captive Asian elephant populations
for conservation

The^ significance of captive elephants for the economy,

religious education as well as for the natural environment
are the root-causes for the ex-itu conservation of the species.

The same applies to paiameters of living conditions and

population dynamics (t1 and t2 in Table 5). To assess crudely

the significance of captive elephants for the consetvation
of the species it tnust also be taken into consideration that

captive elephants can promote conservation efforts, that some

of the populations can add to the natural biodiversity and

that captive propagation is possible in some populations.

There is a wide varieB, of ways in which captive Asian
elephants can promote conservation efforts. Riding elephants

enable researchers to cairy out ecological and behavioural

studies in wild areas. Zoo elephants living under ne ar-natural

conditions are pa.ramount for fundraising as u'e]l as

consen'ation orientated education in urban areas. And in
protected areas, riding elephants are an important asset for
wildlife and conservation research as well as eco-tourism. lt
must be stressed, hower.er, that more and more caPti\-e

elephants are being misused in sPectator shows u'hich have

little or nothing to do with the species-specific behaviour ot
good taste and aim to entertain the crowds in a ver)'

questionable way. Often such shows owe their existence to

some of the most cruel training methods.

Several captive populations reproduce on a more or less regular

basis. lt must be stressed, hoivever, that there is no sel[-
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sustainable captive population at Pre sent due to a lack of well

managed breeding progtams. Nevertheless thete are smaller

populations with a high (3) potential for reptoduction as can

be seen in the Pinnawela Elephant Orphanage, modetn zoos

and extensive keeping systems. In intensive keeping systems,

reproduction.is practically absent (0), due to several reasons,

the most important being the lack of economical incentives

for the owners to breed elephants. But many intensively kept

elephants are neither physiologically nor psychologically able to

reproduce. They show serious retardation in body growth (Kurt
& Kumarasighe, 1998; Weihs s/ a1.,2002); they never went

through a specie s- speci fic socialization Proces s (G zrn, 20022)

and tend to practice infanticide (Kurt & Mar, 1996), or they are

kept under such tremendous physical and psychological
suppression by their keepers/mahouts that neither their sexud

organs nor their sexual behaviour can develop normally

fttildebrandt ar al.,20N;2001). Many females kept in traditional

zoos become so obese that reproduction is impossible after an

age of 30 years (Hildbrandt & G6it2,1995; Kurt & Mar,7996).

The chances of survival of caPtive populations are practically

zero in intensively kept elephants and very insignifrcant for
those kept in traditional zoos where mortality mte is extremely

high at young ages (Fig. 2). But the survival chances are

relatively high in the Pinnawela Elephant Oqphanage, modern

zoos as well as in extensive keeping systems (Sukumar a/a/.,

1997) with low mortality rates at young ages (Fig. Z). Finally
the significance of captive populations increases when they

add to the natural biodiversity of the species habitat.
Summarizing the single values of qualifications for different

keeping systems (fable 4), the following condusions can be

drawn: Elephants living in intensive keeping systems, circuses

or traditional zoos have lour significance fot conservation
of the species (total < 20 points). But elephants living in the

Elephant Orphanage at Pinnawala (Sri Lanka), modern zoos

and extensive keeping systems have a relative high
significance for conservation. The same may apply to Transit

Homes (see belov).

The role of the AsESG in the management of captive
Asian elephants

The adequate management of captive Asian elephants can

only be reached by coming together of people with varied

talents such as wildlife exPerts, r'eterinarians, elephant orvners,

and managers and every effort must be made to ensure that

all captive Asian elephants meet the maximum welfare

requirements. The authots would like to highlight tbe

following reasons wh1'the AsESG ought to becorne involved

in the conservation orie ntated management of captive Asian

elephants:

1. The relative high number o[ Asian elephants living at

present in captivity which is estimated to include some 25-

33'/o of the total population of Elcphas naimts living todal'.

2. The impottance of traditional knowledge on elephants and

biodiversitl' of the natural elephant habitat by local, often tribal,

elephant people. Regional AsESG members need to identifv

individuals rvho keep traditional medical and other knowledge

of elephants (capturing, taming etc.) and document their
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Fig.l. The population structures of rvild (Uda \{hlau'e N.P) ancl captive Asian elephants

ptesented as A tYo of the size of the toal population (n).

In the ordinate six age classes are distinguished:
Bottom:0-10 years, followed by 11-20,21-30,31-40.41-50, and >50 1'eats (top).
Nlales: gre1., females: black. (Sources: Kurt, 2001; N'Iar, 2001;2002, pers. com.)

Uda Walawe N.P.l99U99 (n=188) Myanmar MTE 1992 (n-2800)

x)10-10-m

-35 -25 -15 -5 5 15 25
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-535
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knowledse bctirre it is lost. The emplovmcnt oi thcse:

traditional specialists in 
f 
ungle or fbrest-basecl capti\.'e elephant

establishments can be a great boost fcrr conservation, applied
research and local politics. In collaboration with local NGOs,
the AsESG should play a leading role in the settine up of
vocational training programs for the families of the mahouts
in order to supplement the mahouts' inc<,rn-re (e.g. integrated
farming, weaving traditional fabrics etc.). This would hinder
the emisration of the mahouts and their families to the urban

3. The importance of AsESG as a data base on species-

specific ecological and

behavioural characteristics which are important to alter
unsuitable keeping systems and to improve living conditions
o[ captive elephants. Furthermore, the AsESG should
encourage the formation of data bases and studbooks by
regions. The AsESG/IUCN/SSC can monitor the
demography of captive elephants onll' after a proper
registration of captive elephants, owners and elephant holding
facilities is made.

4. The international prestige of the AsESG must be used to
set up an International Veterinary Consultancy Group to
give free advice and medical care in the range countries.
Each range country should sign a memorandum of
understanding (l\4oU) to share elephant database. Appropriate
software should be created to enable each country to maintain
a computerized registration database and to exchange daa
with neighbouring countries.
4.

5. The AsESG should establish a network that could lobby
the respective governments
of elephant ran{ae countries to strengthen and improve
existing national laws in order to enforce at least the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act and therebl'help

Prevent the misuse or abuse of elephants in captivity.

It is doubdessll'more important for species conservation to
maintain large wild populations in their natural habitat than
considerable captive populations. However, the pressures on
a number of wild populations bv hun-ran elephant conflicts,
poaching of 1'ouns elephants and other disturbances b1'man
(e.g. destructive agricultural practices, fuel wood extraction
etc.) seem to bc the reasons that cause continuous inflov'of
u.ild elephants into captive pc>pulations in the vears to come.

Taking this fact into consicleration sovernment and non-

government conservatiorr agencies har.e to flght for relevant

elephant keeping thcilities where elephants are kept under
modern.*'elfhre guidelines but also uncler the considerations
of conservation, such as capti\re propagation of genetic ancl

behavioural dir.ersities, conservation mindcd education and

promotion. This soal is best reached bv:

1. Nlaintenance of junglc based estal>lishments aLrcl, rvherc

selective log.qing hacl to be st<.,pped, local people ancl
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captive elephants working in these stations should be

emplol'ed in research, eco-tourism and education.

2. In urban areas zooloeical sardens should be improved
so that they reach the standards defined bv the
lnternational Zoo Conservation Strateg)'.

3. For elephants living in establishments for religious and

other traditional ceremonies (intensive keeping systems)

AsESG should encourage the improvement of elephant

welfare and, if necessar)', restrict or reduce the size of
these populations.

4. AsESG should find ways to update the scientific
knowledge on elephants of range officers, managers and

representatives of animal welfzre organltzations. The [fe
of elephants in their natural habitat must be the model

for conservation minded keeping systems.

5. AeSG could assist all agencies concerned with captive

elephants to find alternative keeping systems where the

animals can be kept under near natural conditions, where

genetic and behavioural diversity is maintained and, if
suitable, where a release into natural habitat is possible.

Remarks on such alternatives are made in the following

Alternative keeping systems: Elephant Parks and Ttansit
Homes

2000 yeats ago Kautiliya's Arthasaslra proposed the
establishment of a Mrgavana, a fenced park for (tamed)

elephants and other wild animals. Such a recommendation

needs to adopted todal'. Large areas of at least a quarter of
a km2 could be fenced and furnished with adequate water,

shade etc. to become a home for orphaned and otherwise

problematic (e.g. dangerous, surplus) elephants. Elephants

kept in such an elephant park have to be fed and regularly

checked by veterinarians. But otherwise cortacts between

men and elephants should be reduced to a minimum. The
Pinnawela Elephant Orphanage ma)I become a good example

of such an elephant park after renovation although the area

is relative small. ln Spain a large park is currently being

established for surplus of zoo born Asian elephant bulls.

There are already two large parks in the counttl' fs1
problematic African elephants (Cabarceno and Reserva

Natural el Castillo de las Guatdas). There is a tremendous

experience in South Africa on elephants kept in fenced tange

areas and it u'ould be u'orthr'"'h ile to learn from South African
experts (see Garai, 1997 ; 2001; 2()02).

In acldition to the Elephant ()rphanage in Pinnau'ala, Sri Lanka

there are se veral other, [I()re or less similar establishments,

u.here c>rphanecl neonate, infant, and iuvenile elephants are

cared for (e.g. in Thailand, in Assam or in Nlalaysia). As known
from the studies in Finnawela, many orphans show retarded

bod1 gro.,'"'th, their daill' food intake is significantll'lov'er than

that in vr.rung clephants grou'ins up ',"'ith their mothers and/
or all<;mothers, thel'ate not familiar with efficient methods to

prep^re tl-re foocl and thel are sociallt' n<>t fully integrated (c.[.
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Fig.2. (Survival rate according to age of wild (adapted from Sukumar 1991 and Kurt 2001) and captive populations (Kurt
2001, Mar 2001,2002). N{ales ot total: black; females: red lines. * data from Emmen (}Iolland) and Hagenbeck (Germany).
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Kurt, 2l)01; 2('t02; ()arai,20()2a, \\t'ihs t,r/.,2t)Q2). The fact that
manl'orphans are kept sociallt'more or lcss isolated, i.e. lack of
"aunts" and other subadult and aclult helpers, na1' be intur

alia, a reason for the extreme high mortalitl'at young ages, as

often seems to be the case. It is well knorvn that certain adult
females are exttemely altruistic and therefore willing and capable

of nursing the orphans (even females that have not reproduced
before). Such allomothers should be available in all orphanages

as well as in all transit homes. The1, '*'ould guarantee that
behavioural diversity is preserved.

As it is well known From translocated juvenile orphans in
African elephants (Garai, 1997;2001;2002b; Garai & Carr,
2001) sociall)' non-integrated elephants ma)r face later
difficulties in mating (bulls killing females or e\ren buffaloes
and rhinos) or parturition (killing of newborns, as it is also

very well known from Asian elephants kept in western zoos).

Such obsen'ations must be taken setiously, since they teach

us that survival of reintroduced juvenile elephants may only
be a short-term success. Success of reintroduction can only
be measured long term, once we know that the elephants
are capable of fending for themselves, remain healthy, are

integrated into a social organization, can reproduce and do
not cause problems. Accordingly all released orphans should
be marked, not necessarily with radio-collars but with easily

visible optical marks as well as with chips, and they should
be monitored continuousll, from the moment of release. This
is also important from the point of view of animal welfare.
If monitoring is not carried out properly certain animals

may escape and latet end up dead when the tadio-collar
tightens round the neck with the growth of the elephant,
slow\' 6[eLittg the animal.

Well maintained elephant parks, orphanages, and transit
homes allow the keeping of elephants free of chains and in
social groups in appropriatell' furnished paddocks. This
allows the elephants to express their natural behaviour
patterns, and provides them with exercise and opportunities
to socialize. Elephants kept in such a way convey more
understanding of the species and its requirement to the visitor
and insight into the necessity to protect the species than
"dancing" elephants or elephants that are forced to ride
bicycles, paint canvas, play football, guitar or mouth-organ.
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